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The Meat Market 

"Burgers and Barbecue"

Most people think that food in Rome is all about pizzas and pastas, but it

is places like The Meat Market that will change your perception. This

unassuming restaurant serves some of the best burgers and barbecue

dishes in the area. They have fabulous beef, chicken and even vegetarian

options on the menu. Do try their steak if you are in for a wholesome

meal. If you are looking for a change from Italian food, this is a great place

to come to.

 +39 06 9337 4004  themeatmarketroma320@gmail.com  Corso Vittorio Emanuele II 320, Rome
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Churrascaria Imperio Gaucho 

"Brazil at its Best"

The Churrascaria Imperio Gaucho offers exotic Brazilian steak and

barbecue dishes right in the middle of Rome. Their main specialty is the

churrasco, which is a type of meat that is grilled to perfection on fine

skewers and then rubbed a little with coarse salt. The meat is then put in

different types of dishes or is even eaten in a roll or wrap. Apart from this

fabulously tasty dish, they also have some typical Latin American classics

like Empanadas and Tortas.

 +39 06 8893 9427  www.imperiogaucho.it/  imperiogaucho@live.it  Via Ostiense 182/D, Rome
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BBQ Bibikiu Roma 

"BBQ Delights!"

Known for their BBQ dishes, you can watch the meats getting grilled

before you and get fascinated by the meat and fish displays. Encased in

glass, this trendy restaurant has a warm and inviting ambiance along with

its lovely outdoor patio which is open for alfresco dining. Though BBQ is

their forte, BBQ Bibikiu Roma is equally known for their wood oven

pizzeria and steaks. They have an extensive Italian wine list.

 +39 06 5530 1894  www.bibikiu.it/  info@bibikiu.it  Piazza Antonio Meucci 20,

Rome
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La Querida 

"Italian Steaks and Barbecue"

La Querida is a great place to go to if you are craving some meaty dishes.

Specializing in specially cut and barbecued fillets and steaks, this cozy

restaurant is a popular destination among both locals and tourists. An

impressive variety of wines are also available to sip on along with the

meal. You can see the vintages arranged on shelves which line the walls

and add to the elegant ambiance of the restaurant along with beautiful art

and intimate seating arrangements.

 +39 06 5091 7866  Viale del Circuito 68, Rome
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